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DYNAMICAL BEHAVIOUR OF FEL DEVICES OPERATING WITH TWO UNDULATORS
HAVING OPPOSITE CIRCULARE POLARIZATIONS

Riassunto
Klystron ottici operanti con ondulatori aventi polarizzazione elicoidali opposte, sono
caratterizzati da uno spettro di emissione spontanea senza il termine interferenziale dovuto
alla sezione dispersiva. L'uso del teorema ti Madey indurrebbe alla conclusione che, per
una tale configurazione, la sezione dispersiva non induce nessun aumento del guadagno. In
questo lavoro analizziamo il problema da un punto di vista dinamico che chiarisce
l'evoluzione del campo ottico, quale é il ruolo del bunching e come le conseguenze del
teorema di Madey debbano essere interpretate.

Abstract
Optical-Klystron FELs operating with undulators having opposite circular polarizations
are characterized by a spontaneous emission spectrum which does not exhibit the
characteristic interference pattern. The use of the Madey theorem may allow the
conclusion that, for such configuration, the dispersive section does not provide any gain
enhancement. In this paper we analyze the problem from a dynamical point of view and
clarify how the optical field evolve, what is the role of the bunching and how the
consequences of the Madey theorem should be correctly understood.

Keywords: Undulators, Polarizations, Helical, Linear, Free Electron Lasers, Optical
Klystrons
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DYNAMICAL BEHAVIOUR OF FEL DEVICES

OPERATING WITH TWO UNDULATORS HAVING

OPPOSITE CIRCULARE POLARIZATIONS

1. INTRODUCTION

Storage Ring Free Electron Lasers (S.R. FEL), operating with an optical klystron (O.K.)
configuration having undulators with opposite circular polarizations, have attracted attention
because the output light may be linearly polarized, without additional problems due to mirror
degradation associated with higher order harmonic emission.

The spectral properties of the on axis emitted radiation in O.K. type devices, employing two
undulators with opposite polarizations, has been shown to be characterized by the following
features [1]

1. the output light is linearly polarized

2. the spectrum does not exhibit the well known interference pattern, but contains an
additional modulating term which exactly cancels the interference contribution in the case
of opposite circular polarizations.

To be more quantitative we summarize below the results of Ref. [1].

The undulators are assumed to be with variable polarization [2] and the first is characterized

by the following on axis field



B (z) = -B sin(8)cos(k z + 5)
x \ / u v / \ u

B (z) = B cos(8)sin(k z + 8) (1)

B z(z) = O, k u = ^
A u

where Au is the undulator period and 5 = -P^, with d being the relative shift of one undulator

with respect to the other. The magnetic field given by Eq. (1) reduces to linearly and helically
polarized cases for 5=0 and 5=TC/4 respectively. The second undulator has a field with
polarization opposite to the first, and is obtained by replacing 5 with -5.

The far-field on axis radiated brightness can be calculated as

J 2 T °° _,2T T

- 9 V n \ 1 4- \A fKVnc/\/ H 4- A^-uOnKl A-hA. (2)
doodQ .

n=l

where , }L is the contribution of the single undulator and the term in the square bracket

provides the interferential part. The summation is extended to all the armonies, vn is the

detuning parameter of the nth harmonic and A is the ratio between the length of the dispersive
section and that of the single undulator.

The novelty with respect to O.K. configurations with equat polarizations, is provided by the
modulating factor Mn(8) specified by

Mn(5) = ̂  V^ — —— (3)
J^+ + J _!-2cos(2o)Jn_,Jn+1

~2~ ~T ~2 T

where Jn denotes cylindrical Bessel functions with argument

K2 cos(25)en=*-^—W- (4)

1 + 2

It is evident that Mn(;c/4)=0.



If we apply the Madey theorem we may also conclude that the gain at the fundamental
harmonic is just provided by [1]

2

+ Mj(8)cos((l + A)v + 25)] | (5)sine —

where go(8) is the small signal gain coefficient associated with one undulator

„ 167C. 2 J[A/m2] 0 ,
gn(8) = A,,[m]L [m]N j - ^— fh(©,)0 y l u u 1.7x104 cos(28) b l

(6)

where Xy is the wavelength of the first harmonic, Nu is the number of periods of one

undulator and J the e-beam current density.

According to Eq. (5) in the case of O.K. devices operating with opposite circular polarizations
the role of the dispersive section should be completely irrelevant.

This results is surprising and cannot be accepted as it is, it is indeed not clear what kind of
mechanism may cancel the effect of the electron beam bunching in the second undulator, an
accurate dynamical descriptions of the evolution of the optical field in an O.K. FEL oscillator,
operating with helical undulators with opposite polarizations, is therefore necessary.

In this paper we will develop an ab-initio numerical analysis to develop a deeper
understanding of this type of FEL devices operating either with Linacs or Storage Rings.

The structure of the paper is the following. In Sec. II we derive the basic equations and
discuss the numerical results for a Linac-based devices. In Sec. Ill we analyze the evolution of
devices operating with Storage Rings, finally we devote sec. IV to concluding remarks.

2. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

In the following we will consider a FEL operating with two undulators, arranged in a
klystron-like configuration and having opposite polarizations
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BL=(-Bosin(kuz), B0cos(kuz),0),

(V)

, B0cos(kuz),0j.

The dynamical behavior of the system will be followed in the two sections (the first with L
polarization) and we will derive two different sets of equations for the two sections.

Denoting by a.^ R a n d J t n e Colson's left and right optical field dimensionless amplitudes [3]

and current respectively and by exploiting the standard procedure (see Appendix), we can

write the equations governing the electron-field evolution as

First section

, —a D = 0
dx R—aT = i i ( e

dx L J \

with c()L)R being the field phases and ^ L R the electron-field phases defined as

(9)

=(k - k )z -
\ s u; cot

where ks and co(=ksc) are the field wave vector and frequency and z the average longitudinal

coordinate.

Second section

The motion equations are obtained from those of the first section (Eqs. (8)) by
interchanging the L,R labels, thus getting
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/
— a D = i i ( e
dx R J \

d
—aT = 0
dx L

<t>
R

sin(CL

and

k +k z-cots u/

k - k )z-cots u/

(11)

It is important to emphasize that in the firt section the R-field sees the undulator as counter-
rotating, the electron-field phase ^R is therefore a fast varying phase, the associated averages

vanish and therefore the R-field does not experience any net gain. Notwithstanding the R-field
can couple to the electron motion and modify the pendulum equation with a further term
having an unessential role in small signal regime bu of central importance in saturation.

In the second section the situation is exactly specular. However the dynamics is complicated
by the bunching occurring in the first undulator, this effect provides a faster growth of the
field associated with that of the second undulator.

We expect therefore that:

a) initially both left and right fields are incoherently stored in the optical cavity,

b) when coherence develops both fields contribute to the electron dynamics but left fields
only are amplified in left undulators and viceversa,

c) the bunching mechanism due to the interaction in the first section does not care about
polarizations and amplifies the field generated in the second.

A typical behavior of field growth is shown in Fig. 1, where we have reported the round trip

evolution of the L and R optical field intracavity intensities, for a klystron-like configuration

with equal number of periods Nj=N2=20 and a small signal gain coefficient associated with

each undulator go=O.22 (recall that j=27Cg0), A=0 and cavity losses r|=0.003.

Owing to the bunching the field, associated with the second undulator (the R-field), initially
grows with a rate larger than that associated with the L-field. It is also evident that while the
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Fig. 1 - Intensity growth vs round trip number of the R and L fields for Nj=N?=20, go=0.02, T]=0.003, A=O,

v=J.3, the dotted lines refer to the evolution without the coupling term

right field increases, the effects due to the extra term in the pendulum equation become
evident and cause a suppression of the left field.

To stress that this effect is due to the coupling term, we have reported in the same figure the
fields evolution without taking into account the coupling contribution. In this case the left
field grows up to the saturation and the right field reaches a kind of pseudo stationary
equilibrium and is then suppressed by the excess of energy spread induced in the first section.
The evolution in absence of coupling is reminescent of the so called Tandem FEL
configuration studied in Ref. [4].

Such an anomalous behaviour is just a consequence of the asymmetry in the field growths

caused by the bunching, as a consequence the evolution of the ^L phase is dominated by the

aR part (see eqs. (8)), which produces a pass by pass cumulant detuning shift, which

progressively brings the field off gain resonance and causes its suppression. This type of

mechanism is confirmed by Figs. (2-4) where we have reported the field evolution for values

of the detuning different from those of the maximum gain. In this case the evolution is not

affected by a premature suppression of the L-field and the system dynamics is closer to that of

the Tandem configuration.
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The situation may not change with A^O, the problems associated with a too fast growth of the
R-field are amplified by the presence of the dispersive section, which magnifies the effect of
the bunching.

We must underline that the small signal gain is within the present context a rather ambiguous
concept. The L and R fields, albeit with same frequency, are physically distinguishable,
furthermore they may have different intensities, their individual gain cannot be defined
independently. A more meaningtul quantity is the total gain of the system defined as

AL +AID GT Gv AI
T ~ I +1 " IR IT ' L ' R ~ I ( }

L + 1 R 1 + -^- 1 + J ^ L,R
lL !R

where IL R are the intensities associated with L,R fields, it turns out that the gain is

independent of the field intensities for IL=IR- According to the previous discussion, this

situation can occur in an amplifier configuration only. In this case we find that the total gain

(in the low gain regime) has a parametrization similar to that of the optical klystron, we find

indeed

GT(go,A) = 0.85-g(go,A),

(13)
g(go,A) = 4go(l + A).

The coefficient g(g ,8) can be viewed as the small singal gain of the whole device (L+R) and

the gain of the individual fields can be written as

G L =0 .616g o ,

(14)
G R = G T ( g o , A ) - G L .

In the following section we will discuss the problem in a more rigorous way, the above
remarks clarify that the problem must be treated with some caution and that conclusions based
on a naive application of the Madeys theorem may lead to erroneous conclusions.

3. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In the previous section we have emphasized that the dynamics of a FEL operating with two
undulators, having opposite circular polarizations, arranged in an Optical-Klystron
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configuration should be treated by keeping into account the system of coupled pendulum-field
equations provided in Eqs. (8-9).

As we have already noted mutual feedback between the two fields may become evident when
one of the fields has grown too much with respect to the other. We can therefore conjecture
that the presence of the extra term in the pendulum equation provides a two- fold effect

a) induces a variation of the gain

b) provides a variation of the resonance condition.

As to this last point we have shown in Figs. (2-4) the round trip field evolution for different
values of the detuning parameter. It is evident that for increasing values of v, the small signal
gain of the L-field increases, while that of the R-counterpart decreases and when the first field
reaches the saturation the second is suppressed.

We can attempt a heuristic model capable of reproducing the phenomenology underlying the
first point. The basic model equations, for the case A=0, are given below

x n + 1 = ( l - T 0 ( G ( g r x n + y n ) + l )x n - ay n

(15)

where

cm
(16)

and

G(g,x) = .
l - e ~ p x

px

7i7i
= 1.0145-, g,=GL ,

= 4NTo(x), c(x) =
0.433 px /4 f_Px_ f5

(17)

Equations 15 contain a two-folder ansatz, i.e. that the gain saturation in each undulator section
is due to the intracavity intensity of both fields and that in the second undulator the gain is
affected by the energy spread induced in the first section, note that Nj is the total number of
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periods of the device and that N is that of one undulator and a(x) is the parametrizazione of
the induced energy spread in terms of the intracavity power, typical values of a are around

The use of the model equations (15) leads to the results summarized in Fig. 5, which sould be
the semi analytical counterpart of Fig. (1). Even though the agreement between the two
approaches sounds merely qualitative the model seems to go in the right direction and the
underlying physical conjecture may contain some grains of thruth.

The considerations of the previous sections clarify that if the systems is totally symmetric
(namely left and right undulators with equal number of periods) it is impossible to get a final
configurations in which both fields have reached a stable configuration with equal intensities.

We can however overcome such a difficulty by employing two different tricks

a) we can compensate the large growth in the second undulator by considering a device
having the first undulator with a number of periods larger than the second.

b) We can use an O.K. configuration in which the dispersive section is used to decouple the

two sections, by choosing a dispersive section much larger than the value providing the
optimum gain.

The case a) is reported in Fig. 6 where we have Nj=24, N2=16, the simulation has confirmed

our ansatz and have indicated the possibility that L-R fields reaches the same stationary value.
In the figure we report the system evolution with and without the coupling terms. It is evident
the in this configuration the coupling, even though active, does not produce any mode
suppression.
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Fig. 5 - Same as Fig. 1), semi analytical computation
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Fig. 6 - Same as Fig. 1 for a device having Nj-24, N2=I6; go]=0.03456, go2=0.01024 and T] =0.016, v-1.7,

A=0

For the case of the optical klystron we have chosen for the simulation Nj=20, N2=20, a beam

energy spread of ae=2xl0~3 and a value of A=60 which is much larger than the value yielding

the maximum gain (A=12). The evolution of the two fields is totally independent and that the

coupling is practically uneffective especially for devices operating with Storage Rings.

This aspect of the problem will be reconsidered in a forthcoming paper where most of the
obtained results will be devoted to the analysis of Storage Ring FELs operating with
undulators having opposite circular polarizations.
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APPENDIX

The equations of motion accounting for the 1 -dimensional model developed in the paper are
based on the prescriptions of Ref. (1). We write therefore the electron field equations

according to

1 Electron Equation of Motion

k +k

- k

where y is the electron relativistic factor, eLfRS the optical field amplitudes associated with

L,R fields ku s the wave vectors of the undulator and of the optical field respectively an

P = 1 + K2 + K2
U& + K2

 s - 2KKL>s cos(\|/L) + 2KKR>s cos(x)/R),

K _£L,R,s •
L,R,s j .
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2 Fields Equation of Motion

2nc

dz rn^c < v
z >

K

L ' s m c2 < v >
K

/cos(i|/ )

\ Y

-R ; S _ -27ie
K

/sin(\|/ )
R

m cz < v7 > \ Y

J

'R ' s dz m c2 < v > l W/i

(A3)

where Jo is the electron beam current density and <vz> the average longitudinal velocity. The

averages taken on the fast phase \\fR vanish and, by neglecting the <1/Y>i- terms the electron-

fields equation can be combined to get

dz2

k +k k +k ( k +k '
u , s k KT KP+ u - sKK r k - u

 0
 s P

,4 s L,s ..2 L,s u 0 2Y

k +ku . s k KD.,4 s R,s

Y

k +k

k + k ?7ie
u s

J

Y2k m c 2 (v
' s o \ z

K-

(
D ~k
R,sl u

k - k
(A4)

KT + K
Y

sm(\|/
Y

-cos(\|/
L Y

(A5)

By neglecting the term in the braces which is much smaller then the first two we end up with

X ~ ~ a L °" (A6)

Where we have defined
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k2L2

_ S II w n I zr

2y4 U s

2y2k z[ y x = —
k ( l + K2) L

S ' L

The same proedure allows to cast the field equations in the form

daT

(A7)

dx

daR

dx " \ i\

The same procedure allows to cast the field equations in the form

(A8)

Ji = •XL
eJ N

y

l - o c .

s u m c3 1 + K2
•(1 + oc),

(A9)

It is worth noting that the term on the r.h.s. of the second of Eqs. (A7) is vanishing either

because the average is zero and JR=0 because at resonance oc=l. We can in conclusion neglect

the second equation and set jL=j,jR=O and a^l .

The equations of the second section are obtained after exchanging the lables L and R.
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